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 Master the stylish flapper-female curls and cupid’Now you can with this stylish and practical
guideline to vintage hair and make-up featuring iconic looks out of every 10 years from the
1920s – 1980s.s bow lips of the 1920s; Vintage Beauty Parlor will help you uncover the secret
to the finer details of each look from hair, make-up, clothes, and components to jewelry and
even perfume.Ever wanted to know how to re-create beautiful vintage styles? With easy-to-
follow step-by-step hair and make-up techniques, along with beautiful and inspiring
photographs, this book will help you look for a style for just about any occasion and become
the envy of most your friends. Vintage Beauty Parlor has all you need to become vintage style
icon. the perfect 1950s quiff, the glamorous glitter of the 1970s, and the edgy punk styles of
the 1980s. the sassy victory rolls of the 1940s;
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Surprised... The 1920s feature no finger waves, while the 1930s section mentions Jean Harlow as
a method icon, and then demonstrate a minimal bun.! So far, this one offers been the worst. The
looks, which range by 10 years from the 1920s to the 1980s, appear to be even more of a
style idea, rather than what was actually done during those situations. I recommend it to
somebody who just wants a small little guide to a few vintage looks. It's not packed with looks, I
think there's 1-2 looks per decade. Useful reference for just about any retro inspired look This
lovely book is informative and useful to recreate parlor appears. It covers makeup application
and styling methods, the picture tutorials are clear and easy to follow.? Not Great I acquired
this book, along with a few others, from my local library. While the full color photos are beautiful,
the style choices, or lack thereof, still left me wishing there is more. With only one or two styles
per 10 years I was expecting something more than Snookie's poof to stand for 1950s hair :/ Its
not horrible, beautifully formatted, great visually. Great small reference reserve for doos of . Or
amateur theater? Not a book for somebody with experience in locks and makeup seeking to
deepen their knowledge. Perfect I bought this for my niece who is a constitute artist & i liked
looking thru it also. Its a interesting mix of styles with alot of concepts for the professional along
with the novice. I'm also amazed to see no mention of wet setting, which, depending on hair
texture, is less damaging than a curling iron or sizzling hot rollers. awesome book! I bought it on
a whim, and I'm happy I did.! i absolutely loved this book its worth it it was well written i would
advise any one who loves vintage looks to get this publication asap its an absolute must have
OK Classic Makeup and Hair Book This book includes a lot of nice photos and is in general an
excellent makeup and hair guild. Where it lacks is normally in the area of vintage look. They do
not go as good of employment as other books that are offered right here on Amazon at really
capturing the vintage design and look. Five Stars great Great quality. Good coffee table
book?. Up to now, I've really liked "Classic Hair styles" by Emma Sundh and Sarah Wing, but I've
enjoyed "Vintage HAIRSTYLES of the 1940s" by Bethany Jane Davies a lot more. save your
cash. As a Harlow enthusiast, I can't think of one instance of her wearing her hair this way, it
was always much too short! Use it for all your retro inspired looks or to figure out how to do
aged fashioned hair styling (pin curls, rollers) Good coffee table book This book is nice for a
quick little sample of hair and makeup from the 1920's through 1980's. While it isn't
groundbreaking, or anything like that. It is a nice small read, and I found the guidelines to be
obvious. I'm no hair professional, but I anticipated more looks from films of the era than what I
got. It appeared like the author thought this was what women did making use of their hair and
proceeded to go with it. Five Stars Very nice item, even better than pictured. I actually was
actually really surprised by this little book. Great little reference reserve for doos of the good
old days! All of those other book, that i honeslty can't also be bothered to spell it out, is more
costumey than each day wear. The last thing I'd personally want is for someone to ask if I'll a
party, when I was out grocery shopping!. Great quality. Better off viewing you tube.
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